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should resent not only on your own behalf but as a scandal
to our neighbours in the world around. Think of the gods!
Have you no fear that they may requite these iniquities on your
own heads? My friends, in the name of Olympian Zeus, in the
name of Themis, who summons and dissolves the parliaments
of men, I beg you to let me be and grant me leave to pine in
solitary grief- unless by any chance you think that my good
father was so cruel to your soldiers, whom he led, that you are
trying to repay me with equal cruelty by the encouragement
you give these parasites ? If only it were you yourselves that were
devouring our treasure and our flocks, I think we should be
better off. For in that case we should not have far to look for
compensation. We should simply dun you up and down the
town for the restitution of our goods till every item was repaid.
It is your present attitude that fills my heart with a bitterness
for which I find no cure/
As he spoke, his passion rose; and at the end he burst into tears
and flung his staff on the ground. A wave of pity swept through
the gathering. Nobody said a word or had the heart to give
Telemachus a sharp reply, and the silence was unbroken till
Antinous took it on himself to answer him:
1 What rhetoric, Telemachus, and what an ugly show of spite!
So you'd put us to shame, would you, and fix the blame on us?
You are wrong. We suitors plead "Not guilty". It is your own
mother, that incomparable schemer, who is the culprit. Listen.
For three whole years - in fact for close on four - she has kept us
on tenterhooks, giving us all some grounds for hope, and in her
private messages to each making promises that she has not the
slightest intention of keeping. And here's another example of
her duplicity. On her loom at home she set up a great web and
began weaving a large and delicate piece of work. She said to us:
<<! should be grateful to you young lords who are courting me,
now that King Odysseus is dead, if you could restrain your
ardour for my hand till I have done this work, so that the threads
I have spun may not be utterly wasted. It is a winding-sheet for
Lord Laertes. When he succumbs to the dread hand of Death

